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swell shade

and a sure stroke, and a graceand symmetrical oval. You can
do these things by practice. By enthusiful

line

astic,

persevering, critical practice.

You must

expect to break and wear out

many pens in learning. You must expect
to work faithfully, for it is an accomplishment that cannot be purchased. The art
flourishing

of

LESSONS

IN

FLOURISHING.

Number

i.

Hold the pen as illustrated. It should
be fine, flexible, and elastic. The Zanerian
Fine Writer is the best. The holder should
be of wood, rubber, or like material. .Our
cork-tipped are desirable.
Use a good
quality of writing paper.
The elbow may
rest very lightly upon the table, but not so
heavily but that it can slip and slide with
perfect ease.
Always throw the shaded
stroke in the direction of the penholder
which should point from the body at about
right angles to the forearm.
Grasp the holder as near the pen as possible with the ends of the thumb and second finger as illustrated. Make the simple
oval exercises at the rate of about 120
shades per minute. Not that many each
minute, but at that rate while the pen is in
motion. Turn the paper at all times to
accommodate the direction of the shade
so that it will be in the direction of the
liolder.
When so turned and held wi'h the

left hand the pen will produce a smooth
shade if made at the requisite speed. The
paper should be held the same for all the
exercises in the first row.
But the paper
should be held about stra'ght with the table to produce Nos. 1 and 3 in the central
line, while in Nos. 2 and 4 of the same line
the paper must be held at about right
angles to said position. In the last line the
paper -should be held much the same as in

writing.

Now,
do

to succeed in flourishing, you must
a "deal" o' studying and a "s'ght" o'

practicing.
You must get up enough circular action to make full, strong, smooth,
graceful ovals and enough force and vim
and snap to produce good, fat, short,
smooth, black shades. Our Japan ink is
the necessary article for the latter requisite.
The action that produces the shade is an
up-and-down movement of the hand while
in a circular motion.
Be sure to generate
enough circular movement to produce the
shades but not so much as to prevent your
making the shades short and thick and

symmetrical.

Endeavor during the next three months
Endeavor to cultivate
a smooth stroke and a sensitive touch, a
to equal the copies.

yours

if
you earn it.
you to learn. But
practice is necessary and a good deal of it.
About May 15th if you will send us a sheet
of your best practice in imitation of the
accornpanying page we will criticise the
same in these columns in the June number.
To the one sending in the best page we will
give a copy of Zaner's Gems of Flourish-

These lessons

is

will help

ing, the leading self-instructor in flourish-

ing in the world.

WILL

To

study

Drawing?

IT

PAY

and practice

As

Penmanship and

ask "will it pay to
learn to read and to cipher?"
For writing
and drawing are almost as essential. All
are

among

well

the essentials of an education.

To

be educated nowadays means to be able
to write and draw, as well as to speak and

number.

to

Yes, writing

is essential because it is a
of conveying knowledge.
It is essential that you be able to write well in
order that you may express thought in the

means

best possible manner.
It is not only necessary to talk but to talk well. The same
also applies to writing.
Drawing leads us to observe the things
about us and this observation leads to
drawing. The better our observation, the
better our drawing.
teach you to observe and to draw well.
Drawing is as
essential as the study of history and .geography; in fact is a part of these subjects,
for they cannot well be taught without

We

drawing.
But does it pay, in other than mere improvement, to learn to write and draw well?
Yes, because they will make you a better
citizen.
Yes, because they prepare you for
the kingdom of heaven by causing you to
appreciate the kingdom of earth with all
its

wondrous beauty.

(How

are

you going

to appreciate heaven if you cannot appreciate the earth and all its beauty?
For if
the heaven of beauty isn't in your soul you
needn't expect St. Peter to inject it into
you and to pass you in without first sending you to a kindergarten). Yes. because
they will teach you how to teach others,
for it is more blessed to give than to receive.
Yes, because you will be enabled
to secure better remuneration for your services because you will be enabled to do

more good.
will

Yes, because your services
be in demand.
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it

may

not in the

scr(_)ll.

We

hope, however,

that there will be harmony displayed in the
arrangement of the curves of the scroll, just
For the
the same as between all true lovers.
law of harmony in flourishing is the sauie as
As long as everything goes along
in love.
smoothly, hariuony prevails. But as soon as
souie rival crosses the pathway, especially in
a diagonal way, there is likely to be trouble
Therefore see that the lines run
in camp.
nearly })arallel or cross nearly at right angles.
But harmony is not all that goes to make
There must be an element of
u[) flourishing.

ARE THE BEST FOR
Ornamental Penmanship, Card Writing, Round
Hand, and Flourishing. To experience what flex,
ibility, elasticity, fineness, smoothness and life
means in a pen, and what beauty means in writing,
one must use this pen. One gross, $1.00; U gross,
30 cents.

contrast, which is readily produced by heavy
and light lines interwoven alternately.
Study and experiment how to produce
graceful curves and harmonious relationshi]).
Then endeavor to i)r()duce the desired life
and energy by shading some lines heavily

and others not

OUR CATALOGUE.
Our large, finely illustrated catalogue
entirely exhausted, and many ])erson8 who
have recently written for a copy have, no
doubt, been disappointed in not receiving it.

is

Hereafter, The Penman and Artist shall
take the place of our catalogues as far as the
All drawings,
illustrations are concerned.
students' graduating designs, tine scrijjf, etc.,
such as have been presented in our catalogues,
And we might
shall appear in this journal.
add, right here, that The Penman and Artist is now one of the most interesting, instructive, and popular journals ])ubli8hed in
the interest of good penuianship and practical art.

Our little booklet, just issued, contains in a
rather condensed form about all the information regarding the Zanerian College that prosWrite for it.
pective pupils usually desire.

The
made

at all.

touches here and there must be
in such a way as to not obscure the
graceful line or kill the brilliant shade. Taste
must be cultivated by studying the work of
others and of nature, also by studying the
little

tine arts.

Remember that you must learn to turn the
paper often, and that you should study carefully the efl'ect of each and every stroke.
Keep in mind the fact that a few lines made
skillfully and tastefully arranged are preferable to a multitude of fine lines jungled
Your work
together like a network of wires.
should not be so. orderly and stiff as to appear
like mechanism, nor so loose and discordant
Insteatt, it should be
as to reveal no system.
somewhat regular and .systematic, and should
contain the elements of contrast and variety
as well as of unity and similarity.
And last but not least, see that your design
is jdaced nicely in the center of your paper
anil that it is symmetrical, which means that
it is

well balanced.

Mr. B. W. Cavender,

l)es

Moines, Iowa,

Uems

of Flourishing promised to the
one sending the best work. The compound

gets the

little stiff, but otherwise the work
excellent.
Your material is too poor
J. P. S., W. Va.
for good results. Your practice is not orderly
enough. Your pen was better, no doubt, than
More
your [taper -the latter is too soft.
force will help to make your work attractive.
H. O. B., Ind. Your work is first-rate
considering that you have practiceil but from
the one lesson.

curves are a
is

LESSONS

IN

FLOURISHING.

Number

2.

If you have worked faithfully on, and mastered the exercises previously given, you are
prepared to begin on the desigu labeled Harmonv. To make it, throw the two shaded
central strokes and one of the light compound
Then turn your paper and make
curves.
another as near like it as jiossible. Make the
spiral-like oval and the coiui)ound curve and
oval which fills the funnel-like opening, then
reverse the paper and rei)eat the forms just
mentioned. Add the little ornaments and
dots and letter your sweetheart's name in the
scroll, and "harmony" will prevail, though

—

—

—

DO NOT MISJUDGE

US.

The wrapper.s containing The Penm.-^n and Artist, circulars, etc., from our college, are addressed
by studeiUs, mostly by beginners who do it for
practice.
We are very busy people, and if we (Zaner Blo»er) attempted, ourselves, to do all the writing that
goes out from our college, we would have but little
time left for instruction.
To those, however, who think of taking inHtruetion in our lines of work, we are perfectly willing
to seiul a small specimen of our own writing, but
we do not have the time to slake the thirst of regu-

&

lar

specimen hunters.

rJVwtuS.
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ICONOCLASM

IN

PENMANSHIP.

[Continued from page

8.]

did they do their work, or so poorly have we
done ours, that for fifty years but little progress has been made in tlie letters.
There was, in fact, a light-line system of
writing, not unlike our own, invented about
two hundred years ago and used to some
extent ever since. It was, in some respects,
superior to and swifter than our own, but
not fancy enough to satisfy the love of ornament during the time when the fine arts were
developing, and it therefore remained undeveloped and unrecognized until the present
century of commercial activity. Like many
men, it was born too soon to be appreciated.
Thus for about two hundred years but little
change has been made in script letters. Nor

have we made any more improvement, if as
much, in manner of execution than in form.
For they did not all use the fingers exclusively
The accountants
as we are prone to believe.
then wrote much the same as they do now.
Certainly we have not improved as much in
penmanship as in many other arts. We have
improved travel on the seas, not by putting
more men to the oars and more canvas to the
lireeze, but by changing the construction of
the ship. So, if we would improve our penmansHiP we must tlo so, not by putting more
energy in the pen, but by improving our
forms so as to admit of greater speed.
[To be concluded in the next issue.]

Writing Paper.
The paper termed by the Zanerian " Finest
Obtainable" is without question the very finest

made

for
writing.

penmanship practice and

We

now

fine letter-

selling it at remarkably
low rates. It comes put up in J^-ream packages, convenient for selling to pupils. It weighs
10 lbs. per ream of 960 sheets. Size of sheet, 8 x
lO'o inches. Ruling is wide and faint. Ruled
now sell it at
on one or both sides as desired.

are

We

$1.95 a ream in 25-ream lots.
$1.97 a ream in 10=ream lots.
$2.00 a ream in 6-ream lots.

At these rates and in these lots paper is sent
by freight, thus saving purchasers express
charges. Freight rates are very low in comparison. This paper is not to be compared with
cheap 10-lb. papers. It delights students, and

our prices all can afford to use it. Get the
best for them. Now is the time to place your
fall orders.
If you want some of the paper quick we will
send it by express at the following rates
at

:

1

to 5

Reams

at $2.00 per ream.

Ream by Express, $1.10.
100 Sheets by /Mail, postpaid, 60c.

y^

Sample sheets for stamp. Cash must accompany orders. Profits too small to keep account,«i.

a high grade paper.
papers at prices
Write us when you want paper.

"Finest Obtainable"

We

also carry

to correspond.

Address^

is

medium grade

ZANERIAN. ART COLLEGE,
COLUMBtTS, O.

—

The plates, copyright interests, etc., of
the Zanerian Compendium of Business Writing (Slant) were purchased several months
ago by Mr. H. C. Rowland, a former student
of this school.
Mr. Rowland has pushed the
sales forward until they are becoming (juite
large and profitable.
Mr. .J. M. Adams, of
Scio, O., recently ordered 500 copies for use
in the college at that place.

LESSONS

IN FLOURISHING.
Number 3.

The quill seems to have been so important
an instrument in the arts of writing and flourishing from the very earliest times that it is
quite natural that we should endeavor to perpetuate its memory by idealizing it in flourishing.
It is, on account of its long, slender curve,
quite easily produced in a flourishing manner.
You will therefore do well to master it. It
deserves, on account of its history, reverent
attention.
I can remember the time when
the quill, flourished beautifully, appeared to
me the most beautiful thing in the world.
Doubtless you think it very pretty too.
Make the long shaded curve first, and with
the paper in the same i)Osition and the arm
resting near the elbow, make the small up])er
side of the (piill. The elbow may be raised
to make the long stroke.
With the top of
]>a])er turned to the left so that the (|uill
extends fro.u the body, and with the elbow
resting, you may make the under side of the
<piiil, beginning at the large end nearest you

and working outward.
This feathery part may be difficult at the
first and tedious at the last, but i>ersevei"ence
and thoughtful practice will bring them out
all

right.
fl(Uirishing about the

The

((iiill

sliouid

be

done last. Study the crossing ot the strokes
and the contrasting light and shade lines.
Keep in mind the fact that flourishing is
ba.sed upon citrvature, Ai;HAN(ii:.Mi;\T. and
contrast: that skili, is the medium of exei'ution, tastk the promoter of beauty, and
FANCY the creator of curve and ciontrast.
Cultivate these faculties and you will learn
to flourish well, |>erhaps beautiiiilly.

It

were

better that yon cultivate tliis fancy art than
to cultivate an al)nor.iial taste for tobacco and
undesirable associates. Skili in the hand is
ca|iital that is ever ready to bear interest and
uplift Jiunuiuity.
Itdoes luit seek a hiding
place in dull times, but is ever active promoting the welfare of all concerned.
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The above line makes plain why writing that slants considerable is so much longer than that
which slants but little. In the vertical the pen goes upward to the right and downward. In
the very slanting hand the pen moves to the right and upward, and then downward to the left.
It is going to the right and then back that makes slanting writing so much longer than that
which slants but slightly. It is plain that very slanting writing is not the kind to teach all or
The three
the majority, because it is unnecessarily long, and because it represents extremity.
The first
n's that slant but little are certainly more practical than the three that slant most.
three n's are certainly more brief, and, on acrount of their brevity, more rapid than the last
Ex])eriiuent.
Investigate.
"The wise
If you doubt it, try to prove it by practice.
three.
man changes his mind, the fool never."

How
I

want

Is

This Offer?

more copies

to sell

of the Zanerian

Compendium of Business Penmanship through
this issue of the Penman and Artist than
through any former one. In order to do this
I have decided to make an unusually attractive offer. Mr. Zaner has agreed for a consid-

eration to sup})ly me with a quantity of specimens of nourishing on sheets of paper about
These are fresh from his pen.
S^ X 10 in.
Now then, if you send 00 cents (price of Compendium aloiie) 1 will mail you a copy of the
Compendium, together with one of these fine
flourishes.
It is sufficient to say of the Compendium
that it is the best work of the kind published
This offer
for home students or school use.
expires as soon as the next Penman and Artist
is

published.

Address

all

orders to

H. C. Rowland, Publisher,
Columbus, Ohio.

Shopville, Ky., Aug. 3, 1897.
the finest specimen of the art of
printing I've seen lately, and the student who can't
att'ord a copy of it can't afford to waste his time in
learning. It's the best book of the kind I've seen.
It takes a better pen than mine to express fully my
appreciation of such a book, so I'll not try. I see
some people say they would not take $.5 for their
copy if they could not get another. I value my
copy some higher than that. I expect to get information worth 150(1 to me and satisfaction of the
same value, within the next year, from your book.
A. C. Hansford.

— Portraiture

is

Fairfield, N. Y., Oct.

4,

1897.

the best pen
for fine writing that I have ever used, and I have
used a great many difi'erent kinds.

—The Zanerian Fine Writer Pen
Prin.

Com.

is

E. E. McClain,
Dept., Fairfield Academy.

Farmington, N. Y., Sept. 18, 189'7.
enclosed remittance please send me Fine
are the best I can find for fine
Writer Pens. Thev
'
A. B. Katkamier.
card writing.
Oxford, Miss., Aug. 26, 1897.
—Your pens prove to be of extraordinary work-

— For

Jas. B.

manship.

Leavell.

Biddeford, Me., Aug. 2, 1897.
—Enclosed find $1.00 for one gross of Zanerian
beat them all when you
Pens.
They
Fine Writer
C. E. Towne.
want a good pen.
Versailles, 0., Oct. 15, 1897.
are O. K.
E. A. DiETERICH.

—The Fine Writer Pens

Albany, Oregon, Sept. 17, 1897.
Your Fine Writer Pens are the best I have ever
K- G. Lantz.
used.

—

LESSONS
Number
Flourishing

is

IN

PLOUKiSHINa.

4 (Concluding:).

to a large

degree convention-

Forms

are not flourished true
The
to nature, but are slightly modified.
birds are more graceful and regular in outline, while the foliage is less complex and
more symmetrical. Flourishing is in part a
It is
ilecorative art, not wholly pictorial.
not one of the few Fine Arts, but one of the
many arts that are pleasing and beautiful. It
is an art that appeals strongly to ]ieople of
moderate education who have some sense of
It is an art that
the beautiful in their souls.
leads to the appreciation of other arts and
It is the soul of beauty in curve
finer arts.
and in arrangement of curves. It also contains an element of contrast in light and
heavy lines. Its chief charms lie, however,
strokes and harmoniill its gracefully curved
And to be a master in
ously arranged lines.
this fascinating art one must understand, consciously or unconsciously, something of the
laws of curvature and arrangement. But to
realize these things one must be ex])ert in the
manipulation of the pen. To be that means
that much practice of the right sort must be
indulged in. It takes no little jyractice and
alized nature.

So do not become discouraged
you do not succeed in producing graceful
But
lines and harmonious effects at first.
persevere, and the (loddess of Flourishing
will some time reward you for your labor.
Y. P. S., W. \'a. Your flourishing would
grade about 7') per cent. It is not bold enough.
The shade is thrown too near the points of

much paper.
if

—

the quill,
You do very well, inL, T, II. II,, Ind,
deed, Y^our chief fault is lack of freedom.

—

Work up on movement.

.«)
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